UC ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTITUTE DIRECT ENTRY PATHWAYS
TO UNIVERSITY OF CANBERRA COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY OF CANBERRA AWARD COURSES

ELICOS
General English
10 to 30 weeks

Pre-Intermediate*
Intermediate*

ELICOS
Pre-Academic Level
10 weeks

Pre-Access
Upper Intermediate 1
Entry IELTS 5.0

10 weeks

ELICOS
IELTS Preparation
Upper Intermediate 2
Entry IELTS 5.5

10 weeks

English Access Program
- Undergraduate
TERM A
Entry IELTS 5.5

10 weeks

English Access Program
Undergraduate
TERM B
Entry IELTS 6.0

10 weeks

Post-grad Preparation Program
TERM A
Entry IELTS 5.5

10 weeks

Post-grad Preparation Program
TERM B
Entry IELTS 6.0

5-10 weeks

ELICOS Academic Preparation Program
(Advanced)
10 or 20 weeks

Entry to all UC Award Programs
(Undergraduate and Postgraduate)

University of Canberra Award Programs

Entry to UC Postgraduate Award Programs

Entry to selected UC Masters Programs

University of Canberra College

15 Weeks

Extended UCC Diploma
Undergraduate
Entry IELTS 5.5

15 weeks

UCC Diploma
Undergraduate
Entry IELTS 6.0

15 weeks

Final Term
UCC Diploma Program

Entry to Second Year of selected UC Bachelors Programs

Masters Preparation
15 weeks
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* Length of time spent studying at these levels is dependent on English levels on arrival and on individual progress.
Recommended length of time to progress 0.5 of an IELTS bandscore is 10 weeks.
This diagram is a general indication of progress, but circumstances may be different for individual students.